
Hi Quentin and Rick,

I met up with Simon on Friday at Brenda’s with her son Simon and we had a really 
good and happy day. I have taken a number of photo’s which are shown below in 
conjunction with my comments 
We have arranged to visit again in early January to carry out some checking of the 
Honda outboard as it has not been turned over for approx 10 years and although the 
engine oil is spotlessly clean, I think it will make a considerable difference to the 
price Brenda achieves if we can confirms how the engine runs, if we can start it. I will
take a barrel to fill prior to attempting to start it and my only concern is the impeller 
which I doubt will be in great condition after all these years. I don’t really think there 
will be other problems (hopefully) and to my knowledge, Synthetic oil does not 
generate the acid that mineral oil does when left standing in the sump for years.
:

Honda 45HP 4 stroke 1999? outboard:
Visually really clean under the engine cover with oil at the correct level and spotlessly
clean and showing no signs of moisture in the oil or engine casing. Outer casing will 
come up shiny with a good polish.
Photo 1



As above will be checked later, but is mounted on the transom using a wedge block 
the set the tilt. Also engine remote control. 

Photos 2, 3

         

There is a rev counter within a wood box which I assume clips somewhere when in 
use and a run time meter
Photo 4



One the main concerns was the trailer which was manufactured June 1992 and at 
present stands on axle stands.
Photo 5

I confirm the following:
Steel girder construction has rust but not enough for me to be worried about the 
structural integrity, in other words I would be happy to use it. I have checked visually 
through the ‘A’ frames section as well, which I internally viewed from under the tow 
hitch and had a clearish through view. Obviously there is some rust but I would 
suggest that this area is cleaner than most other areas, so no issues for me.



Photo 6

Suspension:
Cart spring suspension with bolt on single beam 2 wheel axle.
See Cart springs and note that trailer is stood on axle stands 



Photo 7

The mudguards definitely have suffered the worst due to their thickness and will need 
replacing.
Photo 8



Brakes:
Wheel bearings: One side is still sealed up with a bearing saver fitted. The other side 
has been left exposed (probably when the brake shoes where removed) and the nut 
and split pin can be seen. Looks like there’s a fair amount of grease left so hope 
hopefully no damage? Didn’t ask about the other bearing saver, but very likely 
available?
Unfortunately the hydraulic system will need completely replacing (exception being 
the copper brake pipes which would need flushing through prior to reassembly) as the 
master cylinder cap

 has eroded through leaving the air vent exposed and therefore as brake fluid is 
hygroscopic anyway and would have needed to be changed a number of times within 
the 10 years of standing, the fact that water has been able to gain access will no doubt 
have caused severe damage to the master cylinder and wheel cylinders.
Photo 9



Brake Shoes have been removed and look to be in a sorry state.
Hand brake mechanism is rusted solid and will take some heat or patience with WD40
to free up. As the brakes have been removed, fortunately in some respects as this has 
eliminated problems in moving the trailer.
Photo 10

Wheels and tyres: Standard 13inch rims in good condition but tyres are too perished 
to use. 
Photo 11

Both wheels spin freely and would allow movement of the trailer.
Spare wheel has been stored in the garage and a quick look indicates the tyre to be in 
reasonable condition??



Suggestion:
I am pretty sure the boat and trailer combo would go on low loader trailer. If an 
ordinary car trailer was to be used with a centre board to guide the jokey wheel, it 
probably would be necessary to remove the trailer axle and wheels (once the trailer 
combo had been hauled onto the car trailer) and hacksaw the mudguard mounts off to 
clear the car trailer mudguards, then lower the combo onto the trailer bed and use 
some steel bar as rollers to drag the combo onto the best load position on the trailer as 
the Romans would have done. Didn’t get the dimensions but will do on our return. 
Obviously, it would be a bit of fiddling about but it’s a way of moving the boat if the 
new owner was concerned about no brakes to take the combo away.

The Macgregor 19
Visually it just a little dirty and after discussing with Simon, he has agreed to give it a 
power wash and scrub. Having just done the with Star, I am confident this will be 
make it a totally impressive little boat as you walk up the drive and 1st impressions are
what count. There are a number various size fenders but these are in very poor 
condition and for what they cost I would recommend dumping them.

The Hull.
Compass fitted as standard, with original cover and will clean up like new
Photo 12

We were made aware of some damage to the starboard side approx 1/3rd back from the
Bow by Simon, but I would say the most people would not have found this even with 
almost microscopic examination. Not knowing where there are reinforcements in the 
GRP made it impossible to sound test with any degree of certainty and Simon (son) 
did say it was minor damage that had been repaired.
Also made aware of some damage to the rubbing strip and again Simon said it was 
minor damage but the only visible identification is the fairly neat silicon sealant bead 
around the hull, which on a boat of that age would not be unexpected.



The GRP Hull would benefit greatly from a good clean and polish but is in my 
opinion having viewed a number of 26X’s and M’s, in really good condition as far as 
‘Gell’ coat and absolutely minimal surface cracking. Just realised that I didn’t notice 
any antifouling so will inspect on next visit. There are no visible cracks around the 
mast mounting on the cabin roof.
Photos 13, 14

        
There are only a couple of very small hairline cracks around a deck stanchion forward
on the starboard and a couple of very short surface cracks around one of rear stainless 
steel mounts.
Photo 15

 



Inside the cabin on the starboard side does indicate 2 repairs, one to the sink and a 2nd 
slightly forward.
Photos 16 (patch to right hand side top to side seen on the radius edge of sink ), 17   

Both repairs are of fairly fine single layer matting which gives the appearance of 
being applied very dry and I would suggest of no structural importance in any way.

The windows show the normal crazing. but no leaks and in fact all 3 of us were really 
surprised at the lack of any smell within the cabin, although there was a strange 
looking mushroom like growth in the cupboard/toilet? Which Simon said he would 
remove
Photo 18



Battery was not tested as such and should expect to be as dead as the proverbial 
‘Dodo’. There is a Solar panel on the cabin roof which looks very sad and I doubt 
very much if its generating anything other that moss, and a solar controller.
Photo 19

The cushions have remained in the boat over the years and do look a little drab 
although appear sound, probably could do with a good wash would. There is another 
large cushion in the garage which we suspect goes with the boat (on the table to form 
a double bed?).



The 2 mast sections are very conveniently stowed to the port side in the well designed
original storage facility.
Photo 20

 



Cables, boom and associated gear also there with the tiller, boat hook,
Photo 21

2 aerials (black marks are water where we opened the sliding companion way
Photo 22



 1 ensign on flag pole. 
Photo 23

There are a number of electronic pieces, including Echo Sounder, Radio and some 
equipment to do with antenna tuning and radio etc
Photos 24,25       



Photos 26, 27     

Photo 28



A GPS unit stands proud under a protective plastic beer bottle (contents of which I’m 
sure were appreciated prior to cutting the bottle to fit), on the stern portside.
Photo 29



The boat has been wired for 2 batteries (1 present) with separate battery isolators.
Photo 30

Nav light switch with nifty little wooden flip cover just behind the Vee berth and 
forward of the internal mast support brace. Also seen here is the swing keel rope. 
Note: Swing Keel unable to be checked due to trailer design.
Photo 31



 Wiring as in most boats I’ve viewed is untidy but obviously practical. 
Photo 32

No wiring has been tested.
The Vee berth storage cover reveal the 2 water storage containers
Photo 33

and electric water pump 
Photo 34



A ‘Tropicool’ unit, it appears the control unit is the one fitted below the sink.
Photos 35, 36     

Photo 37

Sails, Not really inspected but time permitting will look at next visit.
General opinion is that for somebody looking for 19, this is a very sound boat and 
with a little TLC will be a very good example



Rick,
Questions for you please:
Never having seen the rudder layout on a 19, there are no rudders fitted to the boat at 
the moment. We moved to the garage where I found 3 rudders (1 is very heavy 
compared to the other 2) and a mould to manufacture the rudders. However there is 
only one rudder with any mounting holes and I am not sure how these are connected 
up when they are fitted with the tiller in place and therefore not sure in anything is 
missing. 
Also, having returned home I need to review the spray hood unless you can clarify: 
The spray hood is shown in the picture
Photo 38

 but there is also a wooden front screen with plastic window (no picture) and 1 (or 2 
cant remember) plastic side screens. I didn’t open the fabric too much, not thinking at 
the time didnt see a frame for the hood if that is what it turns out to be.



The fabric is in really good condition, possibly unused. Do you have this item? Or any
photos showing the details??
Photo 39

As we are going back, is there anything else in particular we should be looking for?

Thanks
Keith


